
ACT - ADVANCED COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGY

SIDE CARBON 
COMPOSITE 
PLATE

POLYCARBONATE 
SHELL BASE 

TOP CARBON 
COMPOSITE PLATE

REAR CARBON 
COMPOSITE PLATE

ACT STRUCTURE 
DESIGN

[ Available on Effect Carbon / Effect / Facet ] 

 Pre-Preg Carbon Composite or Polycarbonate Plates located at the top, sides and rear corners. 

 Ultra-light Polycarbonate Shell Base.

 Strongest, toughest and lightest construction.



COVERT EAR COVER SYSTEM

SNAP-In, SNAP-Out 
ear covers with a velcro 
retention strip.

[ Not Available on Lid and Kid Lid ]

Now you can quickly and easily remove your ear covers without messing with the fit system.  

Perfect for hot spring days or days when you have quick weather changes. 

Audio-ready pockets that fit most audio systems allow you to rock   

your own tunes. (Audio system not included)



Our highest performing ventilation system is  

adjustable from fully open, half open to fully 

closed. Directional front intake vents power 

the system that draws heat and moisture out 

of the helmet. These intake vents feed cool air 

into the proprietary labyrinth channels without 

direct contact to your head, the ultimate  

all-conditions system. Patent 8,256,032

Pret’s exclusive Vent Tuning Technology (VTT)  
is available in 3 versions:



A proprietary labyrinth system uses front intake 

vents feeding fresh air that won’t directly contact 

your head, meaning no more “brain freeze.” This 

unique system automatically adjusts to perform 

perfectly in conditions ranging from deep freeze 

to spring thaw. 

A balanced combination of front intake vents 

and exhaust vents. VTT1 uses fresh air to extract  

heat and moisture for the perfect temperature.  

New adjustable vent flaps for variable conditions. 



RCS FIT SYSTEM

REPLACEABLE  
GOGGLE STRAP

MATERIALS:
X-Static, ecoSmart 
Recycled Fleece and 
Ultra Fleece fabrics
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Next generation Fidlock SNAP Buckle. 
Features automatic closure and 1-hand operation, 
even with your gloves on.

Pret’s RCS fit system. Designed from the ground up, the Ripcord System
(RCS) is the perfect micro-adjustable, compact ergonomic fit system.

Combining In-Mold technology with the most advanced materials creates the 

lightest weight and highest performing helmets on the market.

CONSTRUCTION

Designed to seamlessly fit and perform with the best goggles on the market. 

The goggle strap is completely replaceable.  

GOGGLES

The best inside shape and 5 shell sizes and 8 models guarantee the perfect fit for you. FIT

Low profile, both width and height wise. Crisp and clean lines. STYLE

Only the highest quality and performance fabrics 

are used throughout the line. X-Static, ecoSmart 

Recycled Fleece and Ultra Fleece fabrics provide 

ultimate performance. 

MATERIALS

Simply pulling up on the adjustment  
dial and the exclusive Ripcord feature 
releases the system instantly.
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One full turn gives you 4cm  
of micro-adjustment. 2


